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Word that start with bed

Keep up to date with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! 11 March 2015 3 min the readings expressed by the entrepreneur's associates are their own. Running a business requires financial, dedication, passion and... writing skills? This happens if you hope to run the Center Lovell Inn
in Lavelle, Maine.After running the inn for more than 20 years, Janice Sage tries to pass on the torch. But instead of going down the traditional route of the property listing, Sage decided to choose the new owner based on a 200-word essay. The theme of the essay is Why I would like to own and manage
the Country Inn. The entrance fee is $125, and Sage has the right to keep all his money. She hopes to attract 7,500 applicants, which will bring in about $900,000 - the price the agent announced the 210-year-old motel is worth. Built in 1805, Center Lovell Inn is set on 12 acres of land and overlooks the
White Mountains and Lake Cesar. There are 10 guests, a 40-room dining room and a veranda with wraps. Under the rules of the competition, complainants must be at least 18 years of age and the essays, which is the 200 words, must be marked by 7 May. After the deadline expires, Sage will choose the
20 proposals he likes best and two anonymous judges will decide the winner. Sage will announce the judges' decision on May 21. In 1993, Sage was running a restaurant in Maryland when a friend told her that a couple in Maine, Bill and Susie Mosca, offered to give their business to the one who was the
best essay, along with a $100 entry fee, the Press Herald reported. She wrote the essay for about an hour and won, being chosen from 7,000 speakers that came from all over the world. Now 68, Sage wants to retire and uses a very similar method to find his successor. There are a lot of talented people
in the restaurant business who would like to have their own place but can't afford it, she told the Press Herald. It's a way for them to have a chance to try. Bill Mosca told the newspaper he was pleased Sage was using a similar process and believed the contest would be a success. Reflecting on this when
he created the race, he recalled many people who wondered how he and his wife could be sure they had made the right decision. He was just telling them: We believe. Trust paid off, he told the newspaper. It turned out we were right, he said. Related: Travelling abroad? Top 10 hotels in the world. You get
a stack of discounts for books that you love delivered directly to your inbox. We'll have different books every week and share exclusive offers that you won't find anywhere else. Expand your business knowledge and knowledge your full entrepreneurial potential with the exclusive advantages of
Entrepreneur Insider. For just $5 a month, get access to high-quality content, webinars, ad-free experience and more! Plus, enjoy a free subscription to a 1-year subscription to Entrepreneur magazine. Do you pay too much for insurance? Do you have critical gaps in your coverage? Trust the entrepreneur
to help you understand. You may have heard the phrase Word Up, which probably originated in hip-hop. If you look at its meaning – which we must convey consent, confirmation and approval with enthusiasm – it gives us pause to think about what we will do with our word? In fact, when it comes to
communicating who we are, all we have is our word. What power are we going to give her? What place? How do we fulfill our word through our business? We have all had a disconnect between the words we want to convey to our customers and customers and the words that are in us. In the simple but
profound book The Four Agreements, the author Miguel Ruiz reminds us to be flawless with our word, using our power for truth and love. Our challenge is finding the best means to express and convey our message in our voice, while at the same time getting along while being visible and creating value
among the people with whom we share our words. Consider the newsletter as a tool to achieve this goal. More and more in our work/life, we see the need to build relationships, build networks, share news and build a community. Companies from sole traders to established corporations use newsletters as
a marketing tool to achieve these goals. The newsletter keeps you ahead of customers, prospects and colleagues; Gives you a platform to share your focus and helps you clarify your point of view. Newsletters also work to get employees, distributors, sales representatives and the media excited about
your service or brand. Add to that the fact that newsletters are easily forwarded and archived, interactive and have a low variable price. Right, newsletters are a perfect and inexpensive way to trade your business. With the fact that the time to create a newsletter can seem difficult, and the actual task of
writing them can seem daunting. So do not go it alone - look to the experts. Joan Mansbach, an award-winning writer/marketing consultant with experience in the consumer lifestyle, writes newsletters for clients and offers an easy, one-stop solution. You can take care of both the writing and distribution in
the full package database. Thanks to technology and a variety of creative templates, newsletters can be created to graphically reflect our businesses and services in color and design. Diane Coles, a leading New York image consultant, said: We're not going to be The newsletters gave me the opportunity
to contact my clients. In turn, they shared my advice on with their friends, which led to a few new clients for me. Newsletters have actually become an effective networking opportunity. Michael Katz, author of It Sure Beats Working, headed Blue Penguin Development, a service that provides personalized,
e-newsletters for professional services companies. Constant contact, email marketing solutions resources resources, distribute newsletters and create online surveys, and Published Daily is a new provider of pre-written articles and newsletter distributor. While it is difficult to quantify the direct results of
newsletters as a marketing medium, those who use and receive them confirm the results. When you decide to cultivate customers through a newsletter that you will stick to, the seeds they plant will germinate and its value will bloom in your customers' response. In these times, when mega-marketing
budgets are scarce, the newsletter has become the small engine that can become, wandering together, building trust, gathering trust, and providing the goodwill of your word, as well as the relevant information that your customers will appreciate. Think of your newsletter as a form of networking. When
your recipients decide to share it with colleagues and friends, the viral chain begins to expand your customer base and increased referrals. The key is to keep it short and useful by sharing short tips, industry updates and trend data, quick tips and other wisdom. Let your newsletter speak for you. Think of
Henry David Thoreau's words: Be true to your work, your word, and your friend. Namaeste, Julie Sue Auslander, M.Ed, WPO, WBE Service of CSMS, LLC Certified Women Business Property Business • www.csms-usa.com • Ramsey, N.J. Getty Images Getting a good night's sleep is crucial for, well,
everything. But if you share your bed with one of these seven things, you may put your health - and your sanity — at risk. 1. Your phone actually should not take electronics to bed and this includes your laptop and e-reader, too. Not only are there some seriously bad side effects of night light exposure
(obesity, depression, and insomnia), but it is also a safety risk. There have been reports that phones with faulty chargers can catch fire. Besides, when you hear a noise, a signal, or a light goes out, your sleep breaks. And if not used correctly, electronic blankets also pose a risk. Be sure to place it on your
other beds – never under them. 2. Your pet According to research presented in SUN 2014, many pet owners who share their beds with their dog or cat report that they wake up at least once in the middle of the night. And almost two-thirds of the participants admitted to having worse sleep overall, with their
furry friends. There's another reason to ban Fido and Fluffy from your bed. They're dirty, too. Even if you are at the top of your pet's hygiene, they can still crawl with pollen and splashing, which can cause a nasty allergic reaction. Let's just sneeze. 3. Noisy cellmate Ai, we know that he probably will not
kick a husband out of bed, but if he snores, kicks, etc., it can affect your sleep. In fact, as long as you don't sleep in separate beds to avoid intimacy or sex, many doctors agree that sleeping may be better for sleep quality. If you're already sleeping apart, don't worry, you're not alone: According to one
study, nearly 40% of couples are reported sleeping with each other. 4. Your child If you are like this mother, you know that allowing Junior to get into bed will ruin a night of the perfect Spa. But sleeping with your child is not only destructive, but can also be dangerous: Sleeping can put your baby at risk of
sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS) and suffocation. 5. Breakfast, lunch or dinner You may feel comfortable, but eating in bed is something like rude. Any remaining crumbs is a signal for bedbugs and other nasty things that crawl. So, unless you want to share your bed with a cockroach or two, keep the
food in the kitchen and regularly wash your sheets. 6. Your bag If you are something like us, as soon as you get home, you will stuff your bag on your bed. Don't ever do it again. According to a study in the UK, your bag is practically the dirtiest thing you own - it's even darker than your toilet seat. Actually,
there's bacteria crawling out there. So keep your bag out of bed and put on a hook. Even better, wipe it with disinfectant wipes regularly. 7. Book Yes, even reading in bed can harm your sleep. In fact, engaging in any bedtime activity that requires concentration (watching TV, checking your mobile phone,



doing a crossword puzzle) can lead to poor sleep the rest of the night. More about sleep: • 9 Reasons you can't fall asleep - And what to do about them • 7 3ds to help you sleep like a baby • Create the perfect bedroom for a dream photo: Getty Images This content was created and maintained by a third
party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may find more information about this and similar content on piano.io piano.io
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